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Top Telecom Issues for
Municipal Management
1. Aftermath of Ninth Circuit ruling on small cells
2. FCC actions on EFRs cause communities to revise standards
3. Natural disasters and other emergencies drive creation of
wireless resiliency requirements
4. Sprint/T-Mobile /DISH merger impacts cell site market
5. COVID-19 pandemic accelerates growing digital divide and lack
of access to high speed broadband service
6. New technologies create opportunities for municipalities to serve
the public
7. New Administration will bring changes at FCC
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Part I:
Brief Intro to Wireless Industry
and Technology
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Wireless Industry Players
Carriers
• Offer services directly to end users
• Own and operate network equipment
• AT&T, T-Mobile, Sprint, Verizon, etc.

Infrastructure Providers
• Offer services to carriers
• Own and operate support structures (REITs)
• American Tower, Crown Castle, ExteNet, etc.

Backhaul Providers
• Own and operate wireless / wireline data transport networks
• Cable cos., Crown Castle, ExteNet, ISPs
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Types of Facilities
Macrocells
• A high-power antenna in a mobile network that serves a large
area from a single site.
• Often placed on rooftops monopoles, guyed or lattice towers,
which may be owned by one entity and shared by many service
providers.

Small Cells
• Describes a low-powered antennas (nodes) that serves a small
area (10m to 1 or 2km), which may be interconnected to by fiber
or wireless backhaul.
• Typically placed on low structures (~35ft.); not shared with others.
• “Small” usually refers coverage area, not equipment size.
• Multiple synonyms (e.g. picocells, femtocells, microcells, etc.)
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Types of Facilities
Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS)
• A network of spatially separated antennas (nodes) connected
to a common source (a hub) via a transport medium (often
fiber optics) that provide wireless service within a specific
geographic area.
• May be outdoor (“oDAS”) or indoor (“iDAS”).
• DAS systems can be owned by one entity and shared by a
two or three providers.
• Similar to small cells, antennas do not need to be as high as
traditional macrocells.
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Types of Facilities

Small
Cells

DAS

Macrocell
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Wireless Challenges
Wireless Facilities Involve More than Just
Wireless Antenna
•
•
•
•

Two wires are typically required to every wireless antenna
Communications wire
Power wire (and many times, back up power)
Antennas may be connected by wires from site to other
antennas and to central hubs

Many Authorizations, Codes, Contractual
Issues May Be Implicated By A Wireless
Application
• e.g., backup power supply placement may be subject to
separate code requirements
• Community must recognize and protect all interests affected by
any facilities that will be installed
• Many aspects are subject to state and/or federal rules
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Part II:
Federal Regulations Affecting
Local Siting in General
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The Federal Legal Framework
Telecommunications Act - 47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)
• Applies to all applications for “personal wireless services facilities”
• Generally preserves local authority to control placement of person
wireless facilities, subject to substantive and procedural limits

Telecommunications Act - 47 U.S.C. § 253
• Preempts local/state regulations that prohibit or have effect of
prohibiting ability of any entity to provide telecom services
• Nondiscriminatory RoW management and compensation protected

Middle Class Tax Relief Act - 47 U.S.C. § 1455(a)
• Applies to all “wireless” applications (broader)
• Requires approval of certain collocations/modifications to existing
sites

FCC Regulations
• Order and declaratory rulings interpret federal statutes
• Carry the force of law
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Section 332(c)(7)
• Applies to “Personal Wireless Service Facilities”
• Commercial mobile services, unlicensed wireless services, and
common carrier wireless exchange access services

• Generally Preserves Local Zoning Authority, Subject to
Five Limitations (3 Substantive and 2 Procedural)
• State and Local Governments May Not:
• “Unreasonably discriminate” among functionally equivalent service
providers [332(c)(7)(B)(i)(I)]
• Prohibit or effectively prohibit PWS [332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II)]
• Deny applications based on environmental impacts from RF
emissions if site complies with FCC rules [332(c)(7)(B)(iv)]

• State and Local Governments Must:
• Act on requests within “reasonable” time [332(c)(7)(B)(ii)]
• Make final decision to deny “in writing” and supported by “substantial
evidence” in written record [332(c)(7)(B)(iii)]
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What’s a “Written Decision”?
The Telecom Act “does not require localities
to provide [its] reasons in written denial letters
. . . [so long as the locality] states its reasons
with sufficient clarity in some other written
record issued essentially
contemporaneously with the denial.”
T-Mobile South LLC v. Roswell, 135 S.Ct. 808, 818 (2015)
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What’s “Substantial Evidence”?
“The substantial evidence inquiry is deferential:
[we] may not overturn the [City’s] decision on
‘substantial evidence’ grounds if that decision is
authorized by applicable local regulations and
[is] supported by a reasonable amount of
evidence (i.e., more than a ‘scintilla’ but not
necessarily a preponderance).”
Am. Tower Corp. v. San Diego, 763 F.3d 1035,
1053 (9th Cir. 2014)
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Action within a Reasonable Time
Statutory Requirement
• Locality shall act “on any request for authorization to place,
construct, or modify” facilities “within a reasonable period of
time after the request is duly filed” considering “nature and
scope of such request” 47 USC § 332(c)(7)(B)(ii)

FCC Interpretation
• Absent an agreement with the applicant, failure to act is
presumptively unreasonable after:
•
•
•
•

Small wireless facilities (on existing structure) = 60 days
Small wireless facilities (on new structure) = 90 days
Other collocations on existing structures = 90
All other applications = 150 days

NOTE: Eligible facilities requests
• Implements 47 U.S.C. 1455 = 60 days
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Meeting Deadlines
General “Shot Clock” Rules
•
•
•
•

Commences at submittal (even for incomplete apps)
Shot clock may toll (pause) but no resets [except first SWF notice]
Shot clock ends when local government “acts” on application
Shot clock can always be tolled/extended by mutual agreement with
applicant

Complex Rules for Incomplete Applications
• General Rule: LGs may toll the clock with a written incomplete
notice given within the first 30 days [10 days and reset for SWF]
• 10-day Resubmittal Rule: application deemed complete if LG fails
to deem it incomplete w/in 10 days after response to inc. notice
• Publicly-stated Rule: incomplete notice not effective when it asks
for information not publicly stated as a requirement
• One-bite Rule: incomplete notice not effective if asks for information
not requested in first notice
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Unreasonable Discrimination /
Functionally Equivalent Service
“[P]roviders alleging unreasonable discrimination must show
that they have been treated differently from other providers
whose facilities are similarly situated in terms of the
structure, placement or cumulative impact as the facilities
in question.”
Am. Tower Corp. v. San Diego, 763 F.3d 1035, 1053 (9th Cir. 2014)

“[F]unctionally equivalent services . . . refer[s] only to personal
wireless services as defined in [§ 332(c)(7)] that directly
compete against one another.”
H. CONF. REP. 104-458 at 207–08.
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Remedies Under § 332
Expedited Judicial Review
Mandamus?
• Courts retain full discretion
• Typically available only for “substantive” violations; not
for “procedural” ones
• Courts may also remand
• Unresolved constitutional issues?

NO ATTORNEYS’ FEES
• Rancho Palos Verdes v. Abrams, 544 U.S. 113 (2005)
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Part III:
2018 FCC Orders and Litigation
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FCC 2018 Orders
Two important orders in 2018:
1. Small Cell Order
2. Moratoria Order

The Ninth Circuit issued a decision on 8/12/2020
• It had mixed results, with some outcomes benefitting local
governments and more outcomes benefitting the wireless
industry

En banc petition denied on 10/22/2020
Petition for writ of certiorari due on 3/22/2021
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2018 Moratoria Ban
August 3, 2018: FCC released In the Matter of Accelerating Wireless
Broadband Deployment By Removing Barriers to Infrastructure Investment,
FCC 18-111, Third Report and Order and Declaratory Ruling, WT Docket
No. 17-79
• De jure moratoria and de facto moratoria on wireless and wireline
deployment generally “prohibit or effectively prohibit” provision of
telecom services in violation of federal law, and are not saved from
preemption as a form of rights-of-way management
• De facto moratoria are “…state or local actions that are not express
moratoria, but that effectively halt or suspend the acceptance,
processing, or approval of applications or permits for
telecommunications services or facilities in a manner akin to an
express moratorium.” (¶139)
• Example: street cut moratoria that don’t allow alternative means of
deployment such as aerial lines
• Went into effect immediately
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2018 Small Cell Order
Sept. 26, 2018: FCC Adopts Accelerating Wireless Broadband Deployment by
Removing Barriers to Infrastructure Investment, Declaratory Ruling and Third Report
and Order, WT Docket No. 17-79
• Establishes special rules for small wireless facilities (SWFs)
• Defines “small wireless facility” (SWF)
• Redefines “effective prohibition” (materially inhibit)
• Sets new 60-day and 90-day shot clocks for action
• Limits fees and rents that can be charged for use of public right-of-way
and municipal infrastructure for placement of small cells to reasonable,
cost-based fees, and creates “safe harbors” ($500, $1000, and $270)
• Adopts new standards for limiting aesthetic regulations
• Also holds:
• All permits/authorizations subject to FCC shot clocks
• Collocation does not require existing wireless facilities, only an existing
structure
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What Is a Small Cell?
(1) The facilities—
(i) are mounted on structures 50 feet or less in height including their antennas
…, or
(ii) are mounted on structures no more than 10 percent taller than other
adjacent structures, or
(iii) do not extend existing structures on which they are located to a height of
more than 50 feet or by more than 10 percent, whichever is greater;
(2) Each antenna associated with the deployment, excluding associated
antenna equipment … is no more than three cubic feet in volume; (3) All other
wireless equipment associated with the structure, including the wireless
equipment associated with the antenna and any pre-existing associated
equipment on the structure, is no more than 28 cubic feet in volume...
(4)… (5) … and
(6) The facilities do not result in human exposure to radiofrequency radiation in
excess of the applicable safety standards specified in section 1.1307(b).
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Shot Clocks
• Apply to all permits required for deployment, not just wireless
permits
• Mandatory Pre-Application Meetings
• “We conclude that if an applicant proffers an application, but
a…locality refuses to accept it until a pre-application review
has been completed, the shot clock begins to run when the
application is proffered…” Para 145
• Locality must accept “batched” applications and time frame is
same for one as for many. Para 114, 115
• “…[I]n extraordinary cases, a siting authority …can rebut the
presumption of reasonableness of the applicable shot clock
period where a batch application causes legitimate overload
on the siting authority’s resources.” Para. 115
• NO DEEMED GRANTED BUT failure to meet shot clocks deemed
an “effective prohibition”
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Redefinition of Effective
Prohibition (Para 34-43)
• “[P]rior approaches erred by requiring coverage gaps…”
• “Significant gap” (9th Cir.) and “least intrusive alternative” (2nd, 3rd and
9th Cir.) appear abandoned – See n. 94
• A state or local legal requirement constitutes an effective prohibition if it
“materially limits or inhibits the ability of any competitor or potential
competitor to compete in a fair and balanced legal and regulatory
environment.” (Para. 35 quoting California Payphone.)
• “We clarify that an effective prohibition occurs where a state or local legal
requirement materially inhibits a provider’s ability to engage in any of a
variety of activities related to its provision of a covered service. This test is
met not only when filling a coverage gap but also when densifying a
wireless network, introducing new services or otherwise improving service
capabilities…also by materially inhibiting the introduction of new services
or the improvement of existing services.” (Paragraph 37)
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Small Cell Shot Clock Reset
• Siting authority must:
• Notify the applicant on or before the 10th day after submission
that the application is materially incomplete.
• Clearly and specifically identify the missing documents or
information and the specific rule or regulation creating the
obligation to submit such documents or information,

• Shot clock date calculation “shall restart at zero on
the date on which the applicant submits all the
documents and information required…”
• But…operators will argue shot clock starts on
resubmission. Additional incompleteness notice is
required within 10 days if resubmission is
inadequate
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According to FCC A Fee Is
Permitted If…
(1)
(2)
(3)

The fees are a reasonable approximation of the
state or local government’s costs,
Only objectively reasonable costs are factored
into those fees, and
Fees are no higher than the fees charged to
similarly-situated competitors in similar
situations.
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Safe Harbors
Presumptively Reasonable Fees (caveat: check
your state laws):
• Non-recurring fees =
• $500 for first 5 nodes/$100 for each additional
• $1,000 for new pole
• Recurring fees = $270.00 per facility including RoW
fee and fee for attachment to municipal infrastructure
• Specifically rejects claim that localities are exempt from
253(c)’s fair and reasonable standard in setting rates for
ROW infrastructure (See paras. 92-97.)
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Fees Include…
• One-time and recurring charges made by State or local
government in either a regulatory or proprietary capacity
• Application review fees, hearing fees, appeal fees,
permit issuance fees, plan check fees, inspection fees,
etc.
• Lease rent, franchise fees, pecuniary value of in-kind
consideration, signing bonuses, etc.
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Existing Agreements (Para 66)
• “… [T]his Declaratory Ruling’s effect on any particular
existing agreement will depend upon all the facts and
circumstances of that specific case. Without examining
the particular features of an agreement, including any
exchanges of value that might not be reflected by
looking at fee provisions alone, we cannot state that
today’s decision does or does not impact any particular
agreement entered into before this decision….”
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Aesthetics (para 84-89)
• Aesthetics requirements not preempted if:
(1) reasonable,
(2) no more burdensome than those applied to other types
of infrastructure deployments*, and
(3) Objective* and published in advance.
• “…aesthetic requirements that are reasonable in that they are
technically feasible and reasonably directed to avoiding or
remedying the intangible public harm of unsightly or out-ofcharacter deployments are also permissible.”
• Focuses on cost of aesthetics?
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Undergrounding (para 90)
• “…[You don’t have to]…go so far as requiring that all
wireless facilities be deployed underground, [to] …be
considered an effective prohibition of service.”
• Test: “same criteria of aesthetics generally…”
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Spacing Requirements (Par. 91)
• “…a minimum spacing requirement that has the effect of materially
inhibiting wireless service would be considered an effective
prohibition of service.” Para 87
• “Some parties complain of municipal requirements regarding the
spacing of wireless installations… ostensibly to avoid excessive
overhead “clutter” that would be visible from public areas. We
acknowledge that while some such requirements may violate 253(a),
others may be reasonable aesthetic requirements.” Para. 91
• “For example, under the principle that any such requirements be
reasonable and publicly available in advance, it is difficult to envision
any circumstances in which a municipality could reasonably
promulgate a new minimum spacing requirement that, in effect,
prevents a provider from replacing its preexisting facilities or
collocating new equipment on a structure already in use.” Para. 91
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Collocation
• Two meanings:
• Non 6409 context – there is a structure present, but
not a wireless device. This provides 60 day shot
clock for small cell and 90 day shot clock for all
others.
• 6409 Context – there is a structure and the
structure has a permitted wireless device.
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Sprint Corp. v. FCC, Ninth Circuit
• In Favor of Local Governments (BB&K Legal Alert: 8/17/20)
• Court vacated portions of FCC aesthetic standards
requirements
• Aesthetic requirements (and undergrounding and spacing) not
preempted if:
(1)
reasonable,
(2)
no more burdensome than those applied to other
types of infrastructure deployments, and
(3)
objective and published in advance
• Rejected industry request for “deemed granted” remedy for
FCC shot clocks
• This decision does not impact state shot clock rules or
remedies
• Action Item for 2021: revisit aesthetic standards
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Sprint Corp. v. FCC (cont’d)
• In Favor of Status Quo – Court upheld portions of the Order:
• Limiting fees to cost recovery (2 to 1 vote)
• Adopting “materially inhibits” standard and rejecting significant
gap/least intrusive means test
• Requiring aesthetic standards to be published in advance and
be reasonable (technically feasible)
• Adopting shortened shot clocks for small wireless facilities
• Applying FCC shot clocks to all permits and authorizations
• Court also:
• Upheld ban on moratoria (under certain conditions)
• Dismissed as moot Montgomery County’s challenge based on
FCC’s failure to act on RF standards
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Sprint Corp. v. FCC (cont’d)
• En banc petition filed on 9/28/2020
• Four main issues in petition:
1. Ninth Circuit panel wrongly upheld the FCC’s interpretation of
the phrase “prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting” from 47
U.S.C. 253(a) and 332(c)(7)(B)
2. Ninth Circuit panel adopted the FCC’s cost-based limits on
municipal fees and rents, including use of city-owned poles
3. The FCC ignored established tests to distinguish proprietary
and regulatory activities, and Ninth Circuit panel failed to heed
Supreme Court guidance
4. Ninth Circuit panel upheld an overly broad interpretation of
Sections 253 and 332, which encroaches on the constitutional
limits set by the Fifth and Tenth Amendments
• En banc petition denied on 10/22/2020
• Petition for writ of certiorari due on 3/22/2021
• Monitor litigation as the orders could still be fully or partially
invalidated
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Part IV:
FCC Action on Section 6409
Requests (EFRs) and Litigation
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Section 6409 – 47 U.S.C. § 1455
(a) Facility modifications
(1)In general
Notwithstanding section 704 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996
(Public Law 104–104) or any other provision of law, a State or local
government may not deny, and shall approve, any eligible facilities
request for a modification of an existing wireless tower or base station
that does not substantially change the physical dimensions of such
tower or base station.
(2)Eligible facilities request
For purposes of this subsection, the term “eligible facilities request”
means any request for modification of an existing wireless tower or base
station that involves—
(A) collocation of new transmission equipment;
(B) removal of transmission equipment; or
(C) replacement of transmission equipment.
(3)Applicability of environmental laws
Nothing in paragraph (1) shall be construed to relieve the Commission
from the requirements of the National Historic Preservation Act [1] or the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
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FCC Rules 47 CFR § 1.6100
• Almost all terms in Sec. 6409 are undefined
• FCC order adopting rule is critical to understanding requirements: In
re Acceleration of Broadband Deployment by Improving Wireless
Facilities Siting Policies, 29 FCC Rcd. 12865 (Oct. 17, 2014),
amended by 30 FCC Rcd. 31 (Jan. 5, 2015).
• Upheld by 4th Circuit, Montgomery County v. FCC 811 F.3d 121
(2015)
• Clarifications Order (BB&K Legal Alert: 6/22/20)
• On 6/9/2020, in response to industry petitions FCC adopted
“clarifications” to Section 6409 rules
• Expansions Order
• On 10/27/2020, after rulemaking FCC modified rules
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Section 6409 Procedural Requirements
Deadlines
• Absent agreement with applicant, state and local
governments must act within 60 days of receipt of a
complete application.
• Applicant is only required to submit information required
by state or local law, and only information relevant to (a)
determination as to whether change is eligible facilities
request; or (b) determination as to whether change
complies with general public safety laws.
• Rules for notice and tolling the same as for Section
332(c)(7).
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Substantial Changes –Thresholds
Criteria

Towers Outside of
RoW

Other Support
Structures & ROW

Height

20 feet or ten percent

10 feet or 10 percent

Width

20 feet or tower width

6 feet

4 maximum per
application

None if no ground
cabinets; otherwise same,
plus volumetric limits

within 30 feet of the
existing site*[new]

Not outside the current
site and further restricted
to proximity to other
ground equipment

Equipment Cabinets

Excavation

Concealment

cannot “defeat” the concealment elements (but see
June 2020 order for what that means.)

Compliance with Prior
Permit Conditions

changes must comply with all prior conditions except
where only non-compliance meets FCC thresholds
on height, width, cabinets or excavation
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What’s Transmission Equipment?
• “[A]ny equipment that
facilitates transmission for
any Commission-licensed or
authorized wireless
communication service,
including, but not limited to,
radio transceivers, antennas
and other relevant equipment
associated with and
necessary to their operation,
including coaxial or fiber-optic
cable, and regular and
backup power supply.”
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What’s a “Tower”?
“[A]ny structure built for
the sole or primary
purpose of supporting
any Commission-licensed
or authorized antennas
and their associated
facilities.”
A utility pole would not be
a tower. A monopole or
pole designed for
wireless would be.
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What’s a “Base Station”?
“[T]he equipment and non-tower
supporting structure at a fixed
location that enable Commissionlicensed or authorized wireless
communications between user
equipment and a communications
network.”
A non-tower support structure (e.g., a
building) becomes base station when
wireless equipment is attached.
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What’s Existing?
• Existing: A constructed tower or base station that has
been “reviewed and approved under the applicable
zoning or siting process or under another State or local”
process, except towers not in a zoned area when built,
but lawfully constructed (non-conforming uses?)
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What’s a Concealment Element?
Initially FCC Did Not Clearly Define:
• FCC suggested height limits designed to prevent an otherwise
undisguised tower from extended above a tree canopy might be a
“concealment” element
• Painting requirements, requirements that limit visibility of structures
may be concealment elements (e.g. rooftop height limits)
• Stealth facilities would have “concealment elements.”
• What about other design requirements intended to make a wireless
facility blend into surroundings? E.g., proportions of antenna; size of
antenna relative to supporting structure
• Clarification Order discussed below provides further guidance
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Substantial Changes
Other Important Notes
• Except for Concealment Elements, Rules May
Effectively Preempt
• Local zone height limits
• Restrictions on legal non-conforming uses that make all
alterations to those facilities subject to local discretion

• Height Limits Apply From Size of Facility As
Initially Approved, Or As Increased Prior to
February 22, 2012
• No cumulative limit on other criteria

• General Health and Safety Laws Not Preempted
• Building codes
• Some setbacks (but what about fall zones? AASHTO
Guidelines?)
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Remedies
• Deemed Granted Permits
• If 332(c)(7) deadlines missed, locality may show that delay
was justified (rebuttable presumption)
• Under Section 6409, if deadline passes applicant may
notify community that application is “deemed granted”

• Judicial Review
• Flips normal process upside down: local government must
sue applicant to prevent “deemed granted” permit from
becoming effective
• FCC suggests review limited to whether facility was eligible
facilities request or unsafe
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Section 6409 Clarifications Order
• Concealment Elements – protections for concealment elements only
apply to stealth facilities
• Aesthetic Conditions – placement of a facility behind or beneath
surrounding structures is aesthetic condition that cannot prevent a nonsubstantial increase in height
• Equipment Cabinets – limit of 4 ground-mounted cabinets applies
separately to each EFR and is not cumulative
• Height Increases – for towers outside of PROW, height can increase
20 feet plus the height of new antenna, and there is no limit on new
antenna’s height
• Shot Clock Rules – shot clock triggered if applicant: (1) takes first
procedural step; and (2) submits documentation addressing EFR criteria
• Environmental Assessments – under certain circumstances, an
environmental assessment is not needed if applicant and the FCC have
entered into a memorandum of agreement
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Section 6409
Clarifications Order Appeal
• Filing deadline for appeals was 8/10/2020
• Appeals were filed by local governments:
• Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
• D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals
• Appeals will be consolidated in the Ninth Circuit
• Deadline to file interventions was 9/9/2020
• Action Items for 2021:
• Monitor litigation
• Update design standards and/or permitting process to require
or encourage “stealth” facilities
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Section 6409 Expansion Order
• Expansion Order adopted: 10/27/2020
• Allows excavation up to 30 feet outside of site
• Only applies to towers (not base stations)
• Expansion is limited to transmission equipment
• Baseline size of “site” as of 2/22/2012 (Spectrum Act)
• Not to be used in public right-of-way or on municipal property
• Local governments can still enforce setbacks, health codes, and
public safety codes
• Action Item for 2021: consider whether any updates to existing
municipal code or design standards are warranted to protect against
future Section 6409 requests
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Summary of FCC Shot Clocks
FCC Category

Applicable Shot Clock

Eligible Facilities Requests (EFR)
Must involve modification to existing wireless facility
(tower or base station) and meet size and other
requirements to qualify as EFR

60 days

Placement on existing
structure (need not be
existing wireless facility)

60 days

New

90 days

Small Cells (Small Wireless
Facility (SWF))
Must be personal wireless
services facility that meets
size and other requirements
to qualify as SWF.

Collocations
Must involve placement of personal wireless services
facility (that does not qualify as EFR or SWF) on existing
structure which need not have wireless facility already on
it

90 days

Other
Personal wireless services facility that does not fall in any 150 days
other category
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Summary of NOI Deadlines
FCC Category

NOI Deadlines

Eligible Facilities Requests (EFR)

Initial Submission: 30 days
Resubmissions: 10 days

Small Cells (Small Wireless Facility (SWF))

Initial Submission: 10 days*
Resubmissions: 10 days
*First NOI resets shot clock

Collocations

Initial Submission: 30 days
Resubmissions: 10 days

Other

Initial Submission: 30 days
Resubmissions: 10 days
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Part V: State Small Cell Laws
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State Small Cell Laws
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Impacts of State Laws
• State laws may limit your right to:
• Require wireless provider to obtain a franchise
• Time in which you have to act
• Price you may charge for application or rent
• FCC Small Cell Order does not preserve any state law that is better for
local government. If you are in a state with a small cell law, default to
least generous term or length of time in which to act. Both federal and
state law remedies will be available to applicant
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Part VI: Resiliency and Backup
Power
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New Resiliency Requirements:
California Perspective
• AB 2421 (BB&K Legal Alert: 10/13/20)
• Effective 1/1/21 – makes the installation of certain standby
emergency generators a permitted use at previously permitted
macro cell tower sites only
• 60-day shot clock for review and approval
• Deemed approved remedy
• Applies only to certain emergency generators:
• Under 50 horsepower;
• 300 gallon or less storage capacity in double-walled tanks;
• Mounted on a concrete pad located no more than 100 feet
from the macro site; and
• Meets minimum air quality standards
• Reviewing Authority must continue to be mindful of applicable
FCC shot clocks
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New Resiliency Requirements:
California Perspective
• CPUC Order (Rulemaking 18-03-011)
• Requires California facilities-based wireless providers to
develop resiliency strategies to prepare for disasters and
power outages, including:
• A new 72-hour backup power requirement for cell sites in
CPUC’s Tier 2 and Tier 3 High Fire-Threat Districts
• Currently, diesel generators are primary backup power
source, but wireless providers must explore transitioning
to renewable generation
• Wireless industry has requested a rehearing before the CPUC
to challenge the legality of the Order and argue federal
preemption
• Landlords and Local Authorities should prepare to receive
requests for installing backup power facilities
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New Resiliency Requirements:
California Perspective
• Action Items for 2021 (if in CA):
• Be mindful of additional shot clock for generator additions
• Consider whether to amend anything in your permitting
process or application forms
• Remember that AB 2421 is set to be in effect for only three
years
• If in other states:
• Be on alert for (and ready to participate in) similar legislative
and state utility commission developments
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Part VII: Some Tips on Leasing
Facilities to Wireless Providers
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Control the Drafting Process
• Try to avoid using anyone else’s standard form
• WHY?
• Wireless carriers’ standard forms are one-sided.
• Substantial legal fees in editing.
• Wireless carriers can, will, and maybe should take advantage
naïve property owners
• Developing and using a standard form saves time and helps avoid
overlooking issues
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Best Practices
How to Police Your Lease
• Regular Site Checkups
• Carriers seek forgiveness more often than permission
• Take photographs, measure site boundaries
• Audit revenues/usage by 3rd parties

• Monitor Site Access
• Reasonable in/out records esp. important for rooftops

• Keep Your Correspondence
• Keep Tabs on Permit Applications
• Get Advice from Counsel/Experts
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Selling Your Wireless Leases
• Numerous tower operators seeking to buy landlord
lease rights
• Typically offer fraction of NPV of lease payments
• Will emphasize threat of nonrenewal, certainty of
being paid
• May ask for amendments allowing unlimited
collocations
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Special Issues – Poles/Lights in
RoW Used/Owned by Locality
• Some companies asking localities/elec utilities to sell facilities to
them – this may create significant risks, and effectively result in lost
control of lighting and signaling systems
• You need to be sure that alterations do not make it more expensive to
operate/maintain facilities – or to restore in event of emergency (are
there spare available light poles?)
• Will lease prevent replacement of light poles? Additions of new
monitors/structures for muni use? Expansion/redesign of RoW?
• Is term realistic? Will it create new liabilities?
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Part VIII: Sprint/T-Mobile Merger
Impacts on Landlords
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Sprint/T-Mobile Merger
• What is going on?
• In July 2019, the DOJ approved T-Mobile and Sprint’s
proposed merger, creating the “New” T-Mobile
• T-Mobile has acquired Sprint’s cell tower portfolio and has
begun evaluating each cell sites’ terms and coverage needs
• T-Mobile estimates that it will decommission up to 85,000 cell
sites rendered obsolete post merger
• As part of the evaluation process, T-Mobile contractors
have begun proposing rental rate reductions and term
extensions
• DOJ approval requires T-Mobile to divest at least 20,000
existing cell tower sites to the Dish Network, jump starting
Dish’s rise as the nation’s fourth major carrier
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Sprint/T-Mobile Merger
• What can municipalities do in 2021?
• Prepare for rent reduction proposals and evaluate existing
lease terms
• Presently a low risk to reject reduction request
• Prepare for Dish Network cell site requests and require
assignment and assumption agreements for former TMobile/Sprint sites
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Part IX: New Administration and
the FCC
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TERMS OF OFFICE
Name

Position

Party

Term Expires

Max. Extended Time†

Ajit Pai

Chairman

GOP

June 30, 2021

Jan. 3, 2023

Michael O'Rielly

GOP

June 30, 2019

Jan. 3, 2021

Jessica Rosenworcel

Dem.

June 30, 2020

Jan. 3, 2022

Geoffrey Starks

Dem.

June 30, 2022

Jan. 3, 2024

Brendan Carr

GOP

June 30, 2023

Jan. 3, 2025

Commissioner
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TeleComm Outlook
FCC

Courts
•
•
•

Small Cell / Moratoria (9th Cir.)
• Decision on 8/12/20
Section 6409 Clarification Order (9th Cir.)
• Awaiting briefing
• Intervention until 9/9/2020
Cable In Kind Order (6th Cir.)

The Hill/State
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wireless (S. 2012; H.R. 530)
Cable (H.R. 5659; S. 3218)
Stimulus (Broadband)
Reverse Net Neutrality
Section 230 Rewrite
REWRITE OF ACT
State Resiliency Requirements

Regardless of result of Presidential election, there are
staffing issues.

Biden
Net Neutrality
Universal Service/Broadband
• Who pays
• Who receives
Digital Divide
Reversing Pai orders (Small Cell

Local Response
•
•
•
•

Ordinance for small cell and 6409
Design Standards
Master License Agreement
Other documents
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Questions/Contacts?

GAIL A. KARISH
PARTNER
Gail.Karish@bbklaw.com
Phone: 213.605.1603
www.bbklaw.com

GERARD LAVERY LEDERER
PARTNER
Gerard.Lederer@bbklaw.com
Phone: 202.664.4621
www.bbklaw.com
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